In the compressive phase retrieval problem, the goal is to reconstruct a sparse or approximately k-sparse vector x ∈ R n given access to y = |Φx|, where |v| denotes the vector obtained from taking the absolute value of v ∈ R n coordinatewise. In this paper we present sublinear-time algorithms for different variants of the compressive phase retrieval problem which are akin to the variants of the classical compressive sensing problem considered in theoretical computer science. Our algorithms use pure combinatorial techniques and achieve almost optimal number of measurements.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, the sparse recovery problem, or compressive sensing, has attracted considerable research interest with extensive applications and fruitful results. The problem asks to recover a signal x ∈ R n (or C n ) from linear measurements y = Φx for some matrix Φ ∈ R m×n (or C m×n ), assuming that x is k-sparse (i.e. containing only k non-zero coordinates) or can be well-approximated by a k-sparse signal (intuitively x contains k large coordinates while the rest coordinates are small).
In recent years a closely related problem, called compressive phase retrieval, has become an active topic, which seeks to recover a sparse signal x ∈ R n (or C n ) from the phaseless measurements y = |Φx| (or y = |Φx| + n with postmeasurement noise), where |z| denotes a vector formed by taking the absolute value of every coordinate of z. The primary goal remains the same, i.e. to use as fewer measurements as possible. Such type of measurements arises in various fields such as optical imaging [17] and speech signal processing [16] . There has been rich research in geometric algorithms for this problem (see, e.g. [2] - [4] , [7] - [9] ) that run in at least polynomial time while there have been relatively few sublinear time algorithms - [1] , [10] , [13] , [14] are the only algorithms to the best of our knowledge. Most existing algorithms consider sparse signals, and thus such sublinear time algorithms have a flavour of code design, akin to Prony's method. Among the sublinear-time algorithms, [1] considers sparse signals only, [14] considers sparse signals with random post-measurement noise, [10] allows adversarial post-measurement noise but has poor recovery guarantee, [13] considers near-sparse real signals with no post-measurement noise but it achieves constantfactor approximation and thus outperforms all other sublinear-V. Nakos is supported in part by ONR grant N00014-15-1-2388. time algorithms for real signals. The approach in [13] employs combinatorial techniques more widely used in the theoretical computer science literature for the classical sparse recovery problem. In this paper, we aim to improve on [13] for nearsparse signals using similar combinatorial techniques.
More quantitatively, suppose that the decoding algorithm R, given input y = |Φx|, outputs an approximationx to x, with the guarantee that the approximation error d(x,x) is bounded from above. When x ∈ R n , both x and −x yield the same measurements, the approximation error d(x,x) has therefore the form d(x,x) := min{ x −x , x +x } for some norm · . When x ∈ C n , the approximation error d(x,x) = min θ∈[0,2π) x − e iθx . Specifically we consider the following three types of error guarantee:
where x −k denotes the vector formed by zeroing out the largest k coordinates (in magnitude) of x. Note that when x is noiseless, that is, x −k = 0, all guarantees mean exact recovery of x, that is,x = x.
In the next subsection we shall give an overview of our sublinear-time results. We leave the case of complex signals x ∈ C n , which is most important in applications, for future work. We believe that ∞ / 2 can be generalized to complex signals.
A. Results
In this section we give an overview of the sublineartime results which we have obtained for the sparse recovery problem with phaseless measurements.
First, we treat the case of noiseless signals. Similar to the classical sparse recovery where O(k) measurements suffices for noiseless signals by Prony's method [15] , it is known that O(k) phaseless measurements also suffices for exact recovery (up to sign) and the decoding algorithm runs in time O(k log k) [1] . Their algorithm is based on a multi-phase traversal of a bipartite random graph in a way similar to Low-Density Parity Check codes. We prove a result with the same guarantee, but our algorithm takes a different route using more basic tools and being less technically demanding. Apart from being significantly simpler, it also can be modified so that it trades decoding time with failure probability; we shall mention how this is possible in Remark 1.
Theorem 1 (noiseless signals). There exists a randomized construction of Φ ∈ C m×n and a deterministic decoding procedure R such thatx = R(Φ, |Φx|) satisfies thatx = e iθ x for some θ ∈ [0, 2π) with probability at least 1 − 1/ poly(k), where Φ has m = O(k) measurements and R runs in time O(k log k).
The next results refer to approximately sparse real signals and improve upon the previous ones with various degrees. Our first result is the following, which improves upon [13] in terms of the error guarantee and the decoding time.
Theorem 2 ( ∞ / 2 with optimal measurements). There exists a randomized construction of Φ ∈ C m×n and a deterministic decoding procedure R such thatx = R(Φ, |Φx|) satisfies the ∞ / 2 error guarantee with probability at least 2/3, and Φ has m = O(k log n) rows and R runs in time O(k · poly(log n)).
It is clear that the lower bound for the traditional compressive sensing problem is also a lower bound for the compressive phase retrieval problem, and it is known that the ∞ / 2 compressive sensing problem requires Ω(k log n) measurements [5] . Therefore the theorem above achieves the optimal measurements up to a constant factor.
For the 2 / 2 error guarantee with 1/ poly(n) failure probability, we shall increase the number of measurements to O(k/ 2 · log n), as in the following theorem. This is an improvement on [13] in terms of the approximation ratio,the failure probability and most importantly the decoding time. We note that the decoding time of the previous known algorithm is O(k 1+o(1) poly(log n)) for constant .
Theorem 3 ( 2 / 2 with low failure probability). There exists a randomized construction of Φ ∈ R m×n and a deterministic decoding procedure R such thatx = R(Φ, |Φx|) satisfies the 2 / 2 error guarantee with probability at least 1 − δ, and Φ has m = O( −2 k log(n/δ)) rows and R runs in time O( −2 k poly(log(n/δ))).
We note that by setting δ = 1/ poly(n), the number of measurements becomes O( −2 k log n).
To conclude the section, we consider the uniform 1 / 1 variant. It is known that O(k log(n/k)) measurements suffices but the decoding algorithm is solving a combinatorial optimization problem [7] . In this paper we focus on nonnegative signals, i.e. x i ≥ 0 for all i ∈ [n], in which case we show that a uniform guarantee is possible in this scenario. Details can be found in the full version of the paper [12] .
Theorem 4 (Uniform 1 / 1 for nonnegative signals). There exists a matrix Φ ∈ R m×n and a decoding algorithm R such thatx = R(Φ, |Φx|) satisfies the 1 / 1 error guarantee when every entry of x is non-negative. The matrix Φ has m = O( −1 k log n(1/ + log log k n)) rows and the decoding algorithm R runs in time O(poly(k, log n)). Remark 1. We note that Theorems 1 − 3 concern the "foreach" case, whereas Theorem 4 concerns the "for-all" or uniform case, where we want a single matrix that approximatelly reconstructs every vector x ∈ R n .
II. TOOLKIT
Theorem 5 (Heavy hitters, [11] ). There exist a randomized construction of a matrix Φ ∈ R m×n with m = O(k log n) and a deterministic algorithm R such that given y = |Φx|, with
is (a fixed choice of) the set of largest k coordinates in magnitude of x, breaking ties arbitrarily.
We remark that [11] was not for the signless sparse recovery, the identification algorithm nevertheless works when the measurements are signless because it only relies on the magnitude of the bucket measurements; see Theorem 2 and Section B from [11] . Estimating the values of the candidate coordinates requires signed measurements but our theorem above does not concern this part.
Theorem 6 ( [6]). Let V be a set of n vertices. There exists an absolute constant c R such that c R n log n uniform samples of pairs of distinct vertices in V induce a connected graph with probability at least 1 − 1/ poly(n).
Theorem 7 (Signed Edges Prediction, [18] ). Let S be a set of size n. Every element of S is associated with a sign, negative or positive. A query returns a random pair {u, v} ∈ S × S uniformly at random, along with a label "SAME" or "DIF-FERENT" as a prediction if the signs associated to u and v are the same or different. The returned label may be incorrect with probability 1/3. There exists an absolute constant c SP such that c SP n log n queries suffices to find the relative signs of all u ∈ S with probability 1 − 1/ poly(n) in time O(n 2 ).
The following lemma will be crucial in the analyses of our algorithms. The proof is omitted here and can be found in the full version [12] .
Lemma 1 (Relative sign test). Let x, y, n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ∈ R such that |n 1 |, |n 2 |, |n 3 | ≤ 1 3 min{|x|, |y|}. Given only |x|+n 1 , |y|+ n 2 , |x + y + n 3 |, it is possible to find the relative sign between x and y.
III. NOISELESS SIGNALS
We shall need the following theorem from [13] , which shows that one can recover an exactly K-sparse signal up to a global phase using O(K) measurements and in time O(K 2 ). The claim on runtime was absent in [13] but it is easy to analyse the runtime. Theorem 8 ( [13] ). Let L be a 2K × 2K lower triangular matrix with each non-zero entry being 1, and A be the vertical concatenation of L and I 2K×2K . Let F 2K be the first 2K rows of the Discrete Fourier Transform matrix. For x ∈ C n such that x 0 ≤ K, given y = |AF 2K x|, we can recover x up to a rotation in time O(K 2 ).
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let B = k/(c log k) and h : [n] → [B] be an O(k)-wise independent hash function, where c is a constant. We hash all n coordinates into B buckets using h. It is a typical application of Chernoff bound that the buckets have small size (see Lemma 7) , more specifically,
. In each bucket we run the algorithm of Theorem 8 with K = 5 log k. The number of measurements used for each bucket is Θ(log k). For each j ∈ [B], we can find x h −1 (j) up to a global phase, so it remains to find the relative phases across different x h −1 (j) .
Let F 1 , . . . , F log k be independent random 0/1 matrices of n columns, where F has αc R 2 rows for > 1 2 log k + 1 and αc R 2 log k rows otherwise, and α is a sufficiently large constant. Each entry in F equals to 1 with probability 2 − , that is, E[(F ) i,j ] = 2 − . We take measurements by vertically stacking F 1 , . . . , F log k . The total number of measurements is
as desired. Next we show the correctness. We set supp(
Observe that each j is contained in J with constant probability and we focus on the measurements corresponds to the rows in J. From such a measurement we can obtain a random pair {u, v} ⊆ supp(x) and, moreover, (h(u), h(v)) is uniformly random on [B]× [B] . We also obtain |x u +x v | and, because we also know |x u |, |x v |, we can infer the relative phase between x u , x v . The relative phases we obtain are always correct since the signal is noiseless. Let M be the ordered set of such pairs (u, v) along with the label that we obtain about the relative phase between u and v. We split M into equal-sized sets of edges M 1 , M 2 , . . . , each of size c R 2 . In each M j we run a depth-first search to infer the relative phases. If the graph is connected, which happens with probability 1 − 2 − , we will find all the relative phases correctly. We take the pattern of relative phases that appears most often. It follows from standard Chernoff bounds and our choice of parameters for F that the overall failure probability is at most 1/ poly(k).
Remark 1: Note that if we hash into k 1−α buckets, solve in each bucket and then combine the buckets, we can get failure probability exp(−k α ) and running time O(k 1+α ). This is a trade-off between decoding time and failure probability that the previous algorithms did not achieve.
Remark 2:
Please refer to the full version [12] for the efficient implementation of the routine that finds the set of rows of F which have intersection of size exactly 2 with supp(x).
IV. ∞ / 2 ALGORITHM We first invoke Theorem 5 with K = k and find a set S of size O(k) containing all (1/k)-heavy hitters. Then we pointquery every i ∈ S using COUNT-SKETCH with K = 10k and obtain an estimatex i , which satisfies |x i −
for all i ∈ S. The next step is to filter our coordinates of low mass, for which we need to compute a value L that "approximates" 1 k x −k 2 2 . We need the following lemma. Lemma 2 ( [13] ). There exists a randomized construction of a sketching matrix Φ with O(log n) rows such that given y = |Φx| and S, with probability 1 − 1 poly(n) we can find a value L such that 1 10k x −10k
. We now filter out coordinates in S by throwing away coordinates i such that |x i | 2 ≥ L 2 , obtaining a set S ⊆ S. The following lemma concerns S .
The rest of the algorithm is devoted to finding the relative signs among i ∈ S . We describe the measurements we need. We first pick Bernoulli random variables η i such that P[η i = 1] = 1 C0k and Gaussian random variables g i ∼ N (0, 1). We then perform the measurement
For each r ∈ [log n], we pick a pairwise independent hash functions h r : [n] → [C B k] and pairwise independent random signs σ 1,r , . . . , σ n,r . Then, for all j ∈ [C B k] and r ∈ [log n], we perform measurements
Lemma 4. With probability at least 7/10, it holds that |
The algorithm for computing the relative signs is as follows: If | n i=1 g i η i x i | = 0 then we run the algorithm for the noiseless case with sparsity C 2 k, otherwise for every i ∈ S and every r ∈ [log n] we check if |h −1 r (h r (i))∩S | = 1. If this is the case, we run the Relative Sign Test (Lemma 1) between x i and n i=1 η i g i x i : note that we have access to
Having found the relative signs, we outputx supported on S with the relative signs found, with respect to n i=1 η i g i x i . We conclude this section with the proof of Theorem 2.
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Proof of Theorem 2. Fix an i ∈ S . For r ∈ [log n], the probability that it is isolated from every other i ∈ S is 1
. By Markov's inequality, we have that |Z| ≤ 3 C B k x −k 2 2 with probability at least 2 3 . Choose C B such that 3 C B < 1 3C1 and C 2 < 5C B . Then we can invoke Lemma 1 and find the relative sign of x i and n i=1 η i g i x i with probability at least 2 3 . Repeating Θ(log n) times and taking the majority vote for the relative sign of x i and n i=1 η i g i x i drives the failure probability down to 1/n, allowing for a union bound over all i ∈ S .
The number of measurements is straightforward.
This algorithm resembles the algorithm of [13] , but with a careful modification so that it achieves better decoding time. The previous algorithm essentially reduces the problem of inferring the relative signs problem to a Signs Prediction Problem where the set of interest is the set S. In order for this type of reduction to work, the algorithm employed a pruning procedure of the set S to obtain a set T such that the following three conditions hold: a) finding the relative signs in T still gives the 2 / 2 error guarantee; b) for every i ∈ T , |x i | is "large" enough; c) sampling a pair from T is "fast" enough. We use the same pruning but we do not immediately reduce to the Signs Prediction Problem. First, we hash all n coordinates to O( |T | log |T | ) buckets and solve the Edge Prediction problem in each bucket separately using O(log 2 |T |) measurements. Invoking the Chernoff bound and the Bernstein inequality, we can obtain that the conditions a), b) and c) hold for each bucket separately, and we can then take a union bound over all buckets. The fact that the failure probability of the Edge Prediction Problem is small enough implies that the algorithm will succeed in all buckets. What remains then is to combine the relative signs across buckets. To do this, we build a random graph on O(|T |/ log |T |) vertices with Ω(|T |) edges. However, if we run again the algorithm for the Signs Prediction Problem, we would not get a time linear in k. We can get a time linear in k, however, by paying an additional O(log |T |) factor in the number of measurements. We shall show how to modify our reduction so that every edge fails with probability 1 poly(|T |) , at the cost of increasing the number of measurements by a factor of O(log |T |); the algorithm for finding the relative signs among buckets now is a simple Depth First Search. Last but not least, we carefully choose the size of the matrices F 1 , F 2 , . . . , F log k , such that the final failure probability is 1 poly(n) . At the end we outputx supported on T with the relative signs found.
As in the ∞ / 2 case we first invoke Theorem 5 with K = k , then point-query every i in the set with a COUNT-SKETCH structure of Θ( k log n) rows and keep the coordinates with the 5k largest values. Let S be this set. As before, it is a standard fact that with probability 1 − 1 poly(n) , x S − x 2 2 ≤ (1 + ) x −k 2 2 . However, as mentioned before, in our scenario we have access only to |x i |.
Algorithm 1 PRUNE Algorithm, which, given a vectorx, a set S and a threshold L, outputs a pruned set T 1: function PRUNE(x, k, S, L) 2: {zi} i∈[|S|] ← {|xi|}i∈S 3: Sort all zi in decreasing order 4: Find maximum m ∈ [|S|] such that |zm| 2
T ← {i ∈ S : |xi| ≥ zm} for r ← 1 to ∆ do for j ∈ [B] do 10: 
16:
OutputxT with the relative signs inferred 17: end function
In the following, we describe the sensing matrices for the procedures COMPUTEAPPROX, SIGNEDEDGESPREDICTION and COMBINEBUCKETS.
• COMPUTEAPPROX(x, k, S): We pick Θ(log n) measurements of the form i δ i σ i x i , where σ i are random signs and δ i are Bernoulli random variables such that Eδ i = 1/(5k). • RELSIGNSINBUCKETS r,l : Each entry of the sensing matrix F r,l is non-zero with probability C02 l (log(5k)−l+2) 2 , where C 0 is a large enough constant. Each non-zero entry is equally likely to be +1 or −1. The total number of rows in F r,l is ρ r, = Θ −2 l 2 (log(5k) − l + 2) 4 , where the constant inside the Θ-notation depends on C 0 . • COMBINEBUCKETS r,l : We now describe C r,l . Let Q l = Θ −2 2 l (log(5k) − l + 2) 4 . For each q ∈ [Q l ] we pick a Bernoulli random vector (δ q,1 , δ q,2 , . . . , δ q,n ) of i.i.d. coordinates such that E[δ q,i ] = Θ( 2 −l (log(5k) − l + 2) −2 ) and take 5l measurements, the j-th of which being n i=1 σ q,j,i δ q,i x i , where {σ q,j,i } are independent random signs.
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Next we describe the algorithms of COMPUTEAPPROX, SIGNEDEDGESPREDICTION and COMBINEBUCKETS.
• COMPUTEAPPROX(x, k, S): Suppose that the measurements are y 1 , . . . , y Θ(log n) . Let G ⊆ [Θ(log n)] be the set of measurements for which δ q,i = 0, ∀i ∈ S. We output L = median q∈G y q . • RELSIGNSINBUCKET r,l (z, T ): For convenience, let us drop the notation on r for this paragraph. We iterate over all ρ l measurements of F l . For every q = 1, . . . , ρ l , we check whether |{i ∈ T : δ q,i = 1}| = 2 and if it is the case (we call the corresponding measurement good), we run the Relative Sign Test (Lemma 1) to find an estimate of the relative sign between z u and z v . So for every good measurement we get a pair u, v with an estimate of their relative sign. We split all good measurements in groups of size c SP l log l . For each such group, we build a graph on vertex set T , which we call working-graph, with the edge set and labels defined by the pairs recovered from the measurements in the corresponding group, and solve the Signed Edges Prediction Problem (Theorem 7) to find a pattern of relative signs on T . We then return the most frequent pattern across all groups. • COMBINEBUCKETS r,l (x, T ): For every q = 1, . . . , Q l , we check whether |{i ∈ T : δ q,i = 1}| = 2 and |h r ({i ∈ T : δ q,i = 1})| = 2. If this is the case, we call such q good. For each good q, let {u, v} = {i ∈ T : δ q,i = 1}. We observe 5l measurements |w q,1 |, . . . |w q,5l |, run the Relative Sign Test (Lemma 1) to find 5l estimates of the relative sign between x u and x v , and keep the more frequent estimate of the relative sign. Thus for every good q we obtain a pair u, v with an estimate of their relative sign and thus an estimate of the relative sign between (h r (u), h r (v)). We collect c R 2 l good q's (if they exist) and build a graph G B on vertex set h r (T ), edge set and labels defined by the pair of vertices and the estimate of the relative sign obtained in the corresponding group. By traversing G B with a depth-first search, we can collect the estimates of the relative signs among all j ∈ h r (T ), if the corresponding graph is connected.
